Rhythms of immunity.
Rhythms of daily activity are found in all vertebrate species, some of them being diurnal (like humans, dogs, pigeons), others--nocturnal (like mice, rats and bats). Some species undergo very pronounced seasonal changes, as they hibernate in the winter or mate only at the specific seasons. The main regulator (a clock and a calendar) for daily and seasonal rhythms is the periodicity of the external light-darkness, reflected by the periodicity of melatonin secretion from the pineal gland, which is inhibited by light and induced during the darkness. In contrast to melatonin which peaks during the night both in diurnal and noctural species, the cyclicity of other hormones and several immune parameters correlates with the pattern of the animal locomotor activity-resting. The immune parameter that peaks at one time of day for a diurnal species peaks about 12 h later for a nocturnal one. Various immune parameters peak at various time points, anticipating an encounter with pathogens during the period of activity while energetically expensive resolution of the immune response during the resting. Daily and seasonal cyclicity of the immune functions are temporally integrated with other physiologic and behavioral processes and all of them are regulated and coordinated with daily and seasonal changes of an external environment by the neuroendocrine homeostatic system.